From Principal’s Desk

The entire College Community celebrated the Vijay TV award of the college as SigaramThottaPengal for its Excellent Contribution in Women Education in March 2013.

To continue in its mission of offering excellent education for women, this year, we have the Annual Theme PEAC...... which stands for

Professional Attitude
Exemplary Extension
Academic Excellence
Competency Focussed

Professional Attitude
Attitude is one of the most important factors in the workplace. Professional attitude determines the quality and productivity. One with a professional attitude tries to leave her external concerns and cares once she enters the workplace. The students who become professional women need to be trained to develop this attitude.

Exemplary Extension
The tremendous human potential used for extension needs to be focused to have a concrete outcome. Hence this year, the extension services rendered so far will be reviewed to make it exemplary in transforming the students to become socially sensitive citizens.

Academic Excellence
This elusive quality is not a destination we reach but a journey we undertake every day. The institution cultivates an environment, where the students excel, by surpassing or moving beyond where they begin each day. We aspire for excellence in teaching learning process and in research.
Competency Focused
It is the ability to do something successfully or efficiently. This year, the attributes and skills for each position are identified and the persons are suitably trained for the position. The students who are prepared for the world of work are also trained to become competent professionals.

This year, the college is also envisioning the action plans for the next five years as VISION 2018.

The quality of a person’s life is in direct proportion to their commitment to excellence, regardless of their chosen field of excellence…. By Vinci Lombardie

Let me wish my dear students and colleagues, that we should be able to achieve PEAC through our rich and varied academic experience.